Renewing Federal Unemployment Insurance Is Critical to Stem Rising Household Debt

THE ISSUE
Joblessness imposes steep costs on millions of unemployed workers and their families, requiring households to continue meeting basic expenses without their former income. The Great Recession and limited job growth have produced record numbers of workers who suffer from prolonged periods of unemployment, thus stretching their family finances to the limit. Federal unemployment insurance, which averages less than $300 a week, is often their only form of steady income to cover basic expenses, but it's not enough. Unemployed families must also cut back on spending, draw on their savings, and frequently turn to credit cards and other forms of borrowing to make ends meet.

New research from Dēmos shows that a quarter of low- and middle-income households with credit card debt reported that they had accumulated their debt as a result of a job loss. Mounting debt and interest payments can put families behind for years, leading to escalating fees and poor credit. In turn, the debt burden hampers their ability to support the economy with new spending, impairing the nation’s economic recovery.

With two million unemployed workers and their families about to lose benefits at the end of the month, Congress should act quickly to reauthorize the Emergency Unemployment Compensation (EUC) program. Without the lifeline of unemployment insurance, many long-term unemployed workers will be forced to dig themselves deeper into debt. Renewing EUC will go a long way toward preventing household debt from spiraling out of control for hundreds of thousands of families.

The facts below include previously unreported data from Dēmos’ 2012 National Survey on Credit Card Debt of Low- and Middle-Income Households.*

THE FACTS
• Job loss is a leading contributor to credit card debt, and the debt accumulated can take years to pay off. A quarter of all low- and middle-income households with credit card debt reported that they had accumulated their debt as a result of a job loss. Among households with members who have been unemployed in the past three years, 34 percent say that expenses relating to job loss are the single biggest contributor to current credit card debt.

• Households with members who have been unemployed in the past three years have credit card balances that average $100 more than those who have not experienced household unemployment. Unemployed households also pay average credit card interest rates

Reported a Fair or Poor Credit Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Member of household was unemployed for at least 2 months in the past 3 years</th>
<th>No member of household was unemployed in the past 3 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>41%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
seven percent higher than households that haven’t been impacted by unemployment. Over time, higher rates can lead to thousands of dollars in extra interest payments—even on credit cards that have since been cancelled.

- Households with members who have been unemployed in the past three years report worse credit: 41 percent describe their credit as “fair” or “poor” compared to 24 percent of households that have not experienced job loss. Having poor credit can impose higher costs and reduced economic opportunities far into the future: poor credit can mean a consumer will end up paying a higher interest rate for a loan or a higher premium for car or homeowner’s insurance; have their application for a loan or insurance denied; be turned down for a job, or even be terminated from their current one. Credit history can affect the way Americans are treated by landlords, utility companies, and hospitals.

The Demos findings are strongly supported by a 2009 survey conducted by the John J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development at Rutgers University that documents the financial sacrifices made by the families hit hardest by the Great Recession. Indeed, about one-third of unemployed Americans surveyed reported that they increased their credit card debt and missed credit card payments, which far exceeds the rates for employed Americans. Sixty percent of Americans unemployed as a result of the recession had to borrow from family and friends to make ends meet.

The breadth and depth of the financial pain suffered by unemployed families as a result of the Great Recession cannot be overstated. Federal unemployment benefits provide a critical lifeline for families struggling to make ends meet, avoid falling deeper in debt, and get back on their feet working and supporting the economic recovery.

* In February and March 2012, Demos surveyed a nationally representative sample of 997 low- and middle-income households who had carried credit card debt for three months or more. The overall margin of error for our survey is +/-3.9 percentage points. Some of the data reported here compares the population of indebted households where some member has experienced at least two months of unemployment in the past three years with the population of indebted households who had not experienced unemployment in the past three years. The margin of error between these two populations is 11.7 percentage points.

**CONGRESS MUST ACT**

Congress should immediately renew the Emergency Unemployment Compensation program through 2013, and provide additional funding to support model programs that address the employment needs of the long-term unemployed.

*About NELP and UnemployedWorkers.org*

The National Employment Law Project is a non-partisan, not-for-profit organization that conducts research and advocates on issues affecting low-wage and unemployed workers. NELP promotes policies to create good jobs, enforce hard-won workplace rights, and help unemployed workers regain their economic footing. UnemployedWorkers.org, a project of NELP, is a grassroots online campaign and informational portal that serves, engages, and informs unemployed workers. For more about NELP, please visit www.nelp.org.

*About Demos*

Demos is a national, non-partisan public policy center headquartered in New York City. Demos generates ideas, research and advocacy to ensure that all Americans are able to benefit in our economy and participate fully in our democracy.